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Renewables in Africa (RiA) joins new BBC Business Programme "Questions
d'Argent"

LONDON, UK - 22 January 2019

Zele dear RiA-der
Are interested to find out more about business and financial information in Africa? Then you
want to join the new business programme "question d'Argent". Yes, it is in French and
mainly focused at Francophone Africa but you are all welcome to tune in and learn about
inspiring entrepreneurs ...en Francais:-).
The programme will be running on a weekly basis and a team of experts will bring reports
on the latest in the African continent.

The first episode will air this week and will be covering various topics from football and its
financing to simple tips to ask for salary increase.
And RiA in all of that? Well, our CEO Tony Tiyou will be a regular contributor, covering
Technology and Renewable Energy in Africa and more.
Tony had this to say: "This is a unique show in the continent and we are absolutely delighted
to be part of it. Our RiA-ders from francophone Africa have been asking us for some time
now to do something special for them and this opportunity is just giving us the chance to do
so. C'est juste superbe".
Questions D’Argent Broadcasting time (Local time):
•

Espace TV (Guinea) - Saturday at 6 pm, repeat :Sunday at 1.30 pm.

•

DTV (Senegal) - Sunday at 7.30 pm.

•

Canal 2 (Cameroon) Wednesday at 6.15 pm, repeat: Friday at 11 am.

After broadcasting, footage will be available on social media @BBCAfrique
Watch trailer here: https://youtu.be/uBJpr8UL7ak
For further information, please do contact:
Tony Tiyou
CEO, Renewables in Africa
tony@renewablesinafrica.com

About Renewables in Africa (RiA)
Renewables in Africa is a clean Energy Engineering Consultancy providing services in
Renewable energy and Energy Management to project developers and investors. RiA is
primarily focusing in projects in Africa but will also advise clients for projects in other
emerging markets. We provide technical assistance, markets insights and routes to markets
to projects developers, investors and clean energy companies.
Renewables in Africa is also a Media platform which vision is to transform Africa and African
Lives by leveraging the Power of Renewable Energy. The ambition is to Raise the Technical
Awareness about Renewable Energy and Energy Management in the African Continent and
disseminate the information.
https://www.renewablesinafrica.com/

